Introduction
For continuous development, vehicles become the main field of world energy depletion. It is more and more important and urgent to develop the vehicle techniques of economy energy. In various vehicle techniques of economy energy, the regenerative braking technique is interested at all times, and has good application foreground, it already has abundant research results and application [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , and it will become the important path of vehicle economy energy. But at the present various regenerative braking techniques still have many problems, such as regenerative braking efficiency is not high, the brake performance can not be guaranteed, and so on [6] [7] [8] . The ABS control technique based on regenerative braking system of electric vehicle is not mature till now.
To solve these problems, based on the dynamic system of wheel motor electric vehicle, this paper project the energy regenerative braking feedback lockup braking-driving integrated system for electric vehicles. Set up the system dynamic model based on the Matlab/Simulink, establish the simulation system of dynamic and ABS control of the electric vehicles regenerative braking system. By simulation system, we respectively simulate and analyse the feedback lockup regenerative braking performances with or without ABS control on three conditions of driving straightly on high adhesion condition ground, low adhesion condition ground, and steering driving on a curve path.
Feedback lockup braking-driving integrated system
The feedback lockup braking-driving integrated system for electric vehicles is composed of feedback brake transmission component, brake pushing component, brake component, braking energy reusing component, as shown in Fig. 1 . The feedback brake transmission component is mainly composed of the driven gear of first class transmission 2, the driving gear of second class transmission 3, the driven gear of second class transmission and pushing screw 4 (two components are combined together), the bearing on the head face of the pushing screw 15. The brake pushing component is composed of the pushing nut and driving gear of third class transmission 9 (the two components are combined together), the bearing on the head face of the pushing pillar 10, pushing pillar 13, the pushing pillar returning back spring 14. The braking energy reusing component is composed of the driven gear of third class transmission 8, the driving gear of fourth class transmission and brake clutch 6 (the two components are combined together), the rotor of wheel motor and driven gear of fourth class transmission 5 (two components are combined together), the driving clutch 19, the stator of wheel motor 20. The brake component is composed of braking pliers 11, braking blocks 12, braking disc and the driving gear of first class transmission 16 (two components are combined together).
When the vehicle is in braking, the brake clutch 6 is merged, while the driving clutch 19 is detached, the wheel motor works as a generator, the feedback brake transmission component feedback the wheel moving energy to the brake pushing component through transmission components, brake pushing component respectively transmits the moving energy to the braking energy reusing component and the brake component, thus realizes the vehicle braking. Through controlling the generating capacity of the wheel motor, the integrated system can work in two modes: mode of wheel motor braking only, mode of both the wheel motor and the brake braking at the same time; when slight strength of braking needs, make the generating capacity of the wheel motor in the braking energy reusing component reducing, and the lockup force that the wheel motor acts on the driving gear of third class transmission 9 reduces too through transmission components, this makes the pushing nut 9 couldn't overcome the force that the pushing pillar returning back spring 14 acts on the pushing pillar 13, at this moment, the braking blocks 12 do not brake, namely the mode of wheel motor braking only, the braking energy is totally converted into recyclable electric energy through wheel motor; when strong strength of braking needs, make the generating capacity of the wheel motor increasing, and the lockup force that the wheel motor acts on the driving gear of third class transmission 9 increases too, when the pushing force that the pushing nut 9 acts on the pushing pillar 13 increases to bigger than the force that the pushing pillar returning back spring 14 act on the pushing pillar 13, the braking blocks 12 do brake, namely the mode both the wheel motor and the brake braking at the same time, one part of the braking energy is converted into recyclable electric energy through wheel motor, the other part is converted into heat through brake and been consumed.
When the vehicle is in driving, the wheel motor works as a electric motor, and the brake clutch 6 is detached, while the driving clutch 19 is merged, the power of the wheel motor will be directly transferred to the axle 17 through the driving clutch 19, driving the wheel 18 to move forward; at the same time, the brake component does not generate feedback brake.
As compared with EMB (Electromechanical Brake), the feedback lockup braking-driving integrated system generate electric energy, EMB consume electric energy. As compared with other regenerative braking systems for the electric vehicle, it has more the regenerative braking efficiency especially at lower speed. Fig. 1 The feedback lockup braking-driving integrated system for electric vehicles: 1 -shell, 2 -driven gear of first class transmission; 3 -driving gear of second class transmission; 4 -driven gear of second class transmission and pushing screw; 5 -rotor of wheel motor and driven gear of fourth class transmission; 6 -driving gear of fourth class transmission and brake clutch; 7 -sustain board; 8 -driven gear of third class transmission; 9 -pushing nut and driving gear of third class transmission; 10 -the bearing on the head face of the pushing pillar; 11 -braking pliers; 12 -braking blocks; 13 -pushing pillar; 14 -the pushing pillar returning back spring; 15 -the bearing on the head face of the pushing screw; 16 -braking disc and the driving gear of first class transmission; 17 -axle; 18 -wheel; 19 -driving clutch; 20 -stator of wheel motor
Dynamics of feedback lockup braking-driving integrated system
The forces between the pushing screw and nut in braking process, as shown in Fig. 2 , where F N1 , F N2 , F N3 respectively are the normal forces on the head face of the pushing screw, screw interface, between the pushing nut and the third class gear, N; f 1, f 2, f 3 are the friction coefficient of above-mentioned three friction pairs; α is the screw angel of the pushing screw pair; F 1 is the feedback force that the braking disk acts on the head face of the pushing screw action radius by the feedback brake transmission component, N; F N4 is the lockup force, that is the pressing force which the pushing nut acts on the braking blocks, generated from braking disc and the driving gear of first class transmission 16 drives. The feedback brake transmission component and the generator pushs the pushing nut, feedback acted on the friction face of the braking disk by the braking blocks; f 4 is the head face friction coefficient of the pushing nut; F f 1 , F f 2 , F f 3 and F f 4 respectively are the friction forces on the head face of the pushing screw, screw interface, tooth face of the pushing nut, and the head face of the pushing nut, N. Fig. 2 The forces between the pushing screw and nut in braking process
The dynamic equations of the pushing screw
where R 1 , R 2 respectively are the action radius of the friction forces on head face of the pushing screw and the screw middle radius, m; other parameters are same as before.
The dynamic equations of the pushing nut
where R 3 , R 4 respectively are the radius of the pushing nut gear and the action radius of the friction forces on head face of the pushing nut, m; other parameters are same as before.
The dynamic equations of the feedback brake transmission component, the lockup brake component and the braking energy reusing component 
where R c3 , R b respectively are the radius of the generator gear and the action radius of the braking friction forces on the braking disk, m; T b1 , T b2 , T be respectively are the braking torque that the feedback brake transmission component acts on the braking disk by the braking disk gear, the braking torque that the lockup force acts on the braking disk and the generator braking torque, Nm; f b is the braking face friction coefficient of the braking disk; i 1 , i 2 respectively are the first class gear and from the driving decelerating gear to the driven decelerating gear; η 1 , η 2 respectively are corresponding transmission efficiency.
Using permanent magnet brushless DC hub motor, its dynamic equations is [9] 
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where I e is the rotor and prime mover driven pieces' moment of inertia, kgm 2 ；ω e is the rotor and prime mover driven pieces' rotational speed, rad/s; T e is electromagnetic torque, Nm; T 0 is motor mechanical resistance torque, Nm; C γ is torque constant of DC motor; Ф is magnetic flux per pole, Wb; I α is motor electric current, A.
Eqs. (1)- (4) fit for modelling of ABS because when F N3 is small F N4 is also small without direction change for the no-self-locking screw. 
According to the structure and the dynamics of the feedback lockup braking-driving integrated system (Eqs. (1)-(3) ), the screw angle of the pushing screw pair α is main variable parameter, when it becomes larger, the generator braking torque and power will become larger, and the regenerative braking efficiency will become higher too. For electric car, the capacity of the vehicle accumulator and the need of the generated electricity quantity are relatively larger, so we can choose the screw angel α to be larger, and through optimizing the structure, combine the driving electric motor and the braking energy feedback generator to make the structure space, the car weight and the whole car performances more reasonable.
It is known that in the low-strength-brake, the brake friction faces do not work, the vehicle is braked by the braking generator through the feedback brake transmission component, and the regenerative braking efficiency is relatively high. The study shows: in vehicle running, most of the braking conditions are the low-strength-brake, the high-strength-brake conditions are little [10, 11] , so the regenerative braking efficiency is relatively high in the whole vehicle running. In the high-strength-brake conditions, the brake friction faces work for braking, the brake strength increases, it can guarantee the vehicle emergent braking safety.
Performances analysis of ABS control with the energy regenerative braking
Based on the feedback lockup braking-driving integrated system, we use the fuzzy self-adapted ABS control strategy to realize the energy regenerative braking. To verify the performances of ABS control, we establish the dynamic simulation test system of the feedback lockup braking-driving integrated system based on the Matlab/Simulink. Using the parameters of the Chery A3 car as the system parameters of vehicle, we respectively simulate and analyse the regenerative braking performances with or without ABS control on three conditions of driving straightly on high adhesion condition ground, low adhesion condition ground and steering driving on a curve path.
Use the brake torque of the left-front motor and slip rate as performance indicators of single wheel ABS control, use the braking deceleration of vehicle barycentre, path and side-slip angle as performance indicators of the whole vehicle ABS control. 
Vehicle's braking performance driving straightly on high adhesion condition ground
The single wheel ABS control performance driving straightly on high adhesion condition ground is shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 The single wheel ABS control performance driving straightly on high adhesion condition ground
The initial vehicle velocity is set v 0 = 120 km/h, the ground adhesion condition is 0.85, T be1 , s 1 are the left front wheel's motor braking torque and wheel slip ratio, T be3 , s 3 are the left back wheel's motor braking torque and wheel slip ratio. As shown in the picture, the left front wheel's motor braking torque ranges in a small area around 110 Nm, its slip rate ranges in a small area around 0.2, so the control performance is good; the left back motor brak-ing torque ranges between 10 and 20 Nm, its slip rate ranges between 0.1 and 0.3, for a shift in vehicle's mass when braking, the left front wheel's braking force is far large than the back wheel, the front wheel ABS control performance is also better than the back wheel, these performances are the same as normal vehicles.
The whole vehicle ABS control performance when the vehicle driven straightly on high adhesion condition ground is shown in Fig. 4 , the average braking deceleration of the center of vehicle's mass is about 8.2 m/s 2 ，the mass center's side displacement and lateral angle are nearly zero, the whole vehicle ABS control has better braking efficiency and stability. Fig. 4 The whole vehicle ABS control performance driving straightly on high adhesion condition ground 4.2. Vehicle's braking performance driving straightly on low adhesion condition ground
The single wheel ABS control performance driving straightly on low adhesion condition ground is shown in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5 The single wheel braking performance driving straightly on low adhesion condition ground
The initial vehicle velocity is set v 0 = 120 km/h, the ground adhesion condition is 0.17, T be1 , s 1 are the left front wheel's motor braking torque and wheel slip ratio, according to those parameters two curves come out, one with ABS control, the other without ABS control. As showing in the picture, the wheel locks directly when the motor braking torque reaches 120 Nm，slip rate reaches 1 without ABS control; the single wheel control permanence with ABS control is better, the motor braking torque ranges in a small area around 20 Nm, its slip rate ranges in a small area around 0.2.
The whole vehicle ABS control performance driving straightly on low adhesion condition ground is shown in Fig. 6 , the average decelerator of vehicle mass center with ABS control is bigger than that without ABS control, the mass center's side displacement and lateral angle are small in two situations, so the ABS control performance is good on low adhesion condition. Fig. 6 The whole vehicle ABS control performance driving straightly on low adhesion condition ground 4.3. Vehicle's braking performance steering driving on a curve path
The single wheel braking performance steering driving on a curve path is shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 The single wheel braking performance steering driving on a curve path
The initial vehicle velocity is set v 0 = 120 km/h, the ground adhesion condition is 0.85, the left front wheel steering angle is 2°; T be1 , s 1 are the left front wheel's motor braking torque and wheel slip ratio, according to those parameters two curves come out, one with ABS control, the other without ABS control. As showing in the picture, the wheel locks directly when the motor braking torque reaches 120 Nm，slip rate reaches 1 without ABS control; the single ABS control permanence is good with ABS control, the motor braking torque ranges between 100 and 120 Nm, its slip rate ranges in a small area around 0.2.
The whole vehicle braking performance steering driving on a curve path is shown in Fig. 8 , the average decelerator of vehicle's mass center with ABS control is bigger than that without ABS control, the vehicle's mass center side displacement and lateral angle without ABS control are both bigger than those with ABS control, the vehicle without ABS control sideslips obviously, the vehicle with ABS has better control braking efficiency and stability. Fig. 8 The whole vehicle braking performance steering driving on a curve path
As shown in the analysis above, the regenerative braking performances with ABS control on three conditions: driving straightly on high adhesion condition ground, low adhesion condition ground and steering driving on a curve path, can fully satisfy the requirements of vehicles braking performances，the regenerative braking efficiency is higher. In the low-strength-brake, the brake friction faces do not work, the vehicle is braked by the braking generator through the feedback brake transmission component, the regenerative braking efficiency is 98.5%. In the high-strength-brake conditions, the brake friction faces work for braking, the regenerative braking efficiency is 13.38%. the brake strength increases, it can guarantee the vehicle emergent braking safety, and the regenerative braking efficiency is high in the whole vehicle running for electric vehicles.
Conclusion
Based on the Matlab/Simulink, establish the simulation system of regenerative braking dynamic and ABS control for the electric vehicles with the braking-driving integrated system. Based on the simulation system, respectively simulate and analyse the regenerative braking performances with or without ABS control on three conditions: driving straightly on high adhesion condition ground, low adhesion condition ground and steering driving on a curve path. Finally we can draw the conclusions as follows:
1. The regenerative braking performances with ABS control on three conditions: driving straightly on high adhesion condition ground, low adhesion condition ground and steering driving on a curve path, can fully satisfy the requirements of vehicles braking performances;
2. In the low-strength-brake, the brake friction faces do not work, the vehicle is braked by the braking generator, the regenerative braking efficiency is 98.5%. In the high-strength-brake, the brake friction faces work for braking, guarantee the vehicle emergent braking safety the regenerative, the braking efficiency is 13.38%. So the regenerative braking efficiency is high in the whole vehicle running as the high-strength-brake conditions are fewer.
The study results indicate that the electric vehicle with the braking-driving integrated system has better ABS performances than the electric vehicle with the general brake system, and has more regenerative braking efficiency than other regenerative braking systems.
